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governing rich as well as to the miseries of the suffering
poor.
Society, he claims, ' is a partnership in all science ;  a
partnership in all art ;   a partnership in every virtue
and in all perfection.    As the ends of such a partnership
cannot be obtained in many generations, it becomes a
partnership not only between those who are living, but
between those who are living, those who are dead, and
those who are yet to be born/    Burke then went on to
identify  the  State  with  society.    The  trouble   about
the historical school is that their history is often so weak.
Burke   might   have   discovered   for   himself   that   the
medieval structure of society was utterly remote from
the structure of society in his own day, and that the
national State which he could describe ' as a partnership
in all science, all art, and all virtue ', was a compara-
tively modern growth and that it had so far discouraged
science, neglected art, and outraged virtue.    It surely
did not need an erudite learning nor a wide imagination
to realize that sciences, arts, and virtues are either the
fruits of individual efforts or of voluntary associations
of individuals.    State-culture and State-morality have
few recommendations to our mercy.    But Burke had no
critical power;   he did not, in fact, desire to criticize.
For he seems to have believed that in eighteenth-century
Britain  man's  highest  social   achievement   had   been
reached, and he was completely deaf to the call of the
new idealism in France, in Germany, and in England.
' It is true Burke would " improve " in practical politics,
but within very narrow limits ;   in religion and morals
and political science he does not even believe that any
further truth is to be found.    We are in possession of
truth.    It is a question, as with the British Constitution,
not of pursuit, but of enjoyment/ 1
1 W. Graham, English Political Philosophy, p. 167.

